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you acknowledge that spynote may, on occasion, identify potentially disruptive or undesirable
messages or content, or otherwise remove messages or content from your account. in such cases,
spynote will provide you with notice of the specific content to be removed and will afford you an

opportunity to delete the content in question. you agree that spynote will not be liable for any harm
resulting from your decision to not exercise such right. 5. any content that you know contains

viruses, trojan horses, worms, time-bombs, cancelbots, corrupted files or other similar computer
code or programs that may damage or interfere with any person's use of the spynote services. by
installing, downloading, and/or using the spynote software, you agree to be bound by the terms of
this agreement. if you do not agree to the terms of this agreement, do not install, download, or use

the spynote software. spynote may periodically change the terms of this agreement by updating this
page. you should visit this page from time to time to review the then current terms of this

agreement, because they will govern your use of the spynote services. spynote is a software service
that monitors the social networking websites facebook, twitter, and instagram, and stores your

activity on those sites and your interactions with your friends and contacts on those sites. spynote
provides a lot of information to its users. some of this information is public and available to anyone.

other information, which is considered private and proprietary, is only available to the user if the
user is logged into the spynote services.
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the spynote services are owned and operated by the spynote corporation. spynote, its affiliates, and
its licensors reserve the right to modify the spynote services at any time and from time to time. by
continuing to use the spynote services, you are agreeing to be bound by any modifications to this

agreement or the spynote guidelines. if you do not agree with the changes, you must stop using the
spynote services and notify spynote services immediately. spynote grants you a limited, personal,

revocable, non-exclusive, non-assignable license to access and use the spynote services and not to:
(i) modify or alter the spynote services, or (ii) use the spynote services in a manner that is

inconsistent with this agreement. spynote reserves the right to refuse service, limit access, suspend
or terminate your access to the spynote services for any reason or no reason, including without
limitation, for violations of the agreement. spynote may also, without notice to you, immediately

stop providing all or any part of the spynote services without incurring any obligation to you. any use
of the spynote services, including the downloading of any software, data or other information from
the spynote services, shall be undertaken at your own discretion and risk and you shall be solely

responsible for any loss, costs, damages, claims or other liabilities that may arise from such
downloading. except as expressly provided in this agreement, this agreement and the spynote

services contain no guarantees or warranties, and no representation is made that any feature or
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software will be free of defects or errors. spynote, expressly disclaims any warranty to the maximum
extent permitted by law. 5ec8ef588b
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